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The possibility of employing complex, integrated wave-current-sediment numerical models to correctly simulate
near-shore processes requires the high-fidelity description of relevant issues such as wave-current interactions,
turbulent mixing, wetting and drying processes, bottom-boundary layer interactions and sediment re-suspension
and transport. The achievement of these capabilities is mostly welcome in a variety of applications ranging from
beach protection to “search and rescue” activities and support to maritime engineering operations. In the last
decade there has been a considerable advance in the development of these integrated models, both thanks to
improvements in the theoretical background and to recent advances in the computer performances that allowed
higher-resolution, long-term integrations and ensemble runs. The growing availability of long time-series and
large forcing from meteorological and sea-state numerical models are now allowing to employ complex, integrated
numerical tools to model coastal dynamical processes and to support decision makers in the field of coastal erosion
and vulnerability.
The contribution aims at presenting an application focused on the western Adriatic context, with appropriate links
to state-of-the-art and cutting-edge research issues that represent the challenges for the next decades. Namely,
the morphological modeling of a river outlet area near Ravenna (Northern Adriatic Sea) will be discussed. The
numerical model adopted is ROMS,in its 3-D coupled version with the wave model SWAN and a sediment
transport module, including wetting/drying and wave current interactions.
The coupled model adopts a very high horizontal resolution, order of 5 meters, to model the hydrodynamic and
morphological conditions of the river mouth under synthetic but realistic forcings, i.e. tidal cycle, river flooding
and severe wind storms. Model results show how it is becoming possible to provide useful support for planning
effective management of coastal areas and structures.


